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Böser Engel
Oct 31 2022 In dieser atemberaubenden Autobiografie erzählt George Wethern – Vizepräsident
des ersten Hells-Angels-Charters in Oakland unter Bikerlegende Ralph "Sonny" Barger – von seinem Leben
als Outlaw-Biker. Einem Leben, das geprägt war von Drogen, Waffen, Gewalt und den geheimen Ritualen eines
Männerbundes. Wetherns Buch ist zugleich die Gründungsgeschichte der Hells Angels, die auf erschütternde
Weise belegt, dass die ersten Charter hart an dem schlechten Ruf gearbeitet haben, der den Hells Angels
heute vorauseilt. Wethern trat den Hells Angels kurz nach ihrer Gründung bei und blieb 14 Jahre. In
dieser Zeit etablierte er sich als Clubdealer und belieferte bald die gesamte amerikanische Westküste mit
allen Arten von Drogen. Unter anderem kaufte er LSD in riesigen Mengen und versorgte damit die
Blumenkinder im Hippiebezirk Haight-Ashbury in San Francisco. Jahrelang lebte Wethern in einem
gefährlichen Auf und Ab aus ekstatischem Rausch und tiefer Depression und verlor dabei fast seine Familie
– und seinen Verstand. Erst als er verhaftet wird und ihm lebenslange Haft droht, wacht er auf ...
A Snail's Progress
Oct 26 2019
British Outlaws of Literature and History
Jul 24 2019 The medieval outlaws of Britain maintain a hold on
the present-day imagination, judging by their presence in literature and on film. Exploring the nature of
both historical and fictional outlaws, these twelve critical essays survey the literary, historical, and
cultural environments that produced them, namely the medieval and early modern periods. Divided into
three parts, the text examines the historical records of real outlawed men and women and the
representation of Jews in medieval Britain as possible outlaws, outlaws associated specifically with
Wales, and the popular figure of Robin Hood and the context of the late medieval poems and plays that
feature him as a prominent figure.
Outlaws and Desperados
Jun 22 2019 Between 1936 and 1940, field workers in the Federal Writers' Project
collected many accounts that provide an authentic and vivid picture of the early days of New Mexico. This
volume focuses on outlaws and desperados.
Eyes Wide Open
Aug 29 2022
The Old Testament: Text and Context
Nov 27 2019 This substantially updated edition of a classroom
standard provides students with an accessible introduction to the literature, history, and social context
of the Old Testament. Written by two seasoned Old Testament professors, the book pays attention to
methodology, archaeology, history, and literary genre and includes illustrations, sidebars, maps, and
study questions.
Historical Atlas of the Outlaw West
Jul 16 2021 Offers a state-by-state description of historic sites
and Western museums, and tells the stories of outlaws, gunfighters, and lawmen
Robin Hood in Outlaw/ed Spaces
Jan 28 2020 Following in the tradition of recent work by cultural
geographers and historians of maps, this collection examines the apparently familiar figure of Robin Hood
as he can be located within spaces that are geographical, cultural, and temporal. The volume is divided
into two sections: the first features an interrogation of the literary and other textually transmitted
spaces to uncover the critical grounds in which the Robin Hood ’legend’ has traditionally operated. The
essays in Part Two take up issues related to performative and experiential space, demonstrating the
reciprocal relationship between page, stage, and lived experience. Throughout the volume, the
contributors contend with, among other things, modern theories of gender, literary detective work, and
the ways in which the settings that once advanced court performances now include digital gaming and the
enactment of ’real’ lives.
Early English Performance: Medieval Plays and Robin Hood Games
Aug 24 2019 Covering a period of nearly
40 years’ work by the author this collection of essays in the Shifting Paradigms in Early English Drama
Studies series brings the perspective of a Drama academic and practitioner of early English plays to the
understanding of how medieval plays and Robin Hood games of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were
performed. It explores why, where, when, and how the plays happened, who took part, and who were the

audiences. The insights are informed by a combination of research and the public presentation of
surviving texts. The research included in the volume unites the early English experiences of religious
and secular performance. This recognition challenges the dominant critical distinction of the past
between the two and the consequent privileging of biblical and moral plays over secular entertainments.
What further binds, rather than separates, the two is that the destination of funds raised by the
different activities maintained the civic and parochial needs of the institutions upon which the people
depended. This collection redefines the inclusive nature and common interests of the purposes that lay
behind generically different undertakings. They shared an extraordinary investment of human and financial
resources in the anticipation of a profit that was pious and practical.
Abenteuer des Robin Hood
Jul 04 2020
Water Walker
Sep 29 2022 Second in the new series from Ted Dekker, master of suspense, whose books have
sold 9 million copies. Humming with intensity, Water Walker is a raw adrenaline rush from first page to
last.
The Fallen City: The Demon War Chronicles 4
Nov 19 2021 They call her The Blackbird… Victory becomes
despair as the Trackers return home to Scorpia City and face an unimaginable loss. Rifts threaten to
destroy the team when doubts about themselves and each other twist their bonds to breaking point. Truths
emerge and the past returns to haunt them. At the same time, in a place both familiar and strange, a sole
survivor becomes a legend haunted by a horrifying past; and a notorious gangster hides a deadly doublelife and an unrequited love - or so he believes. As Scorpia City descends into madness, the Trackers must
do the unthinkable. They must cross into a forbidden place and pit themselves against an unrelenting evil
to save a person with extraordinary strength. They call her the Blackbird and she holds the key to
Scorpia’s survival. The Fallen City is the fourth book in The Demon War Chronicles. The first three
books, The Last City, The Forgotten City and The King’s City are available now.
Outlaws and Spies
Jun 02 2020 Conor McCarthy shows how outlaw literature and espionage literature
critique the use of legal exclusion as a means of supporting state power. Texts discussed range from the
medieval Robin Hood ballads, Shakespeare's BG plays and the Ned Kelly story to John le Carré, Don
DeLillo, Ciaran Carson and William Gibson.
The Big Time
Oct 07 2020
Crook Chronicles: The Descendants of Henry & Margareth Crook = Volume 2
Mar 31 2020 A genealogical
compilation of the descendants of Henry & Margareth Crook and their seven children. The couple was
married circa 1812 in South Carolina and by 1828 could be found in Rankin County, Mississippi. Many of
the descendants are traced to the present, including biographies and photographs when available.
The Chronicles of the Old West - 4 Historical Books Exploring the Wild Past of the American West
(Illustrated)
May 02 2020 "The Way to the West" tells the story of the opening of the west, including the
accounts of three early Americans Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett and Kit Carson. "The Story of the Cowboy"
is a historical book about the cowboy in the American West close to the end of 19th century. "The Story
of the Outlaw" is a study of the western desperado, with historical narratives of famous outlaws, the
stories of noted border wars, vigilante movements, and armed conflicts on the frontier, including the
profiles of Billy the Kid and Pat Garrett. "The Passing of the Frontier" explains the part of the
frontier in history and what Lewis and Clark came up against when they passed it on their great
expedition across the continent. Emerson Hough (1857–1923) was an American author best known for writing
western stories, adventure tales and historical novels. His best known works include western novels The
Mississippi Bubble and The Covered Wagon, The Young Alaskans series of adventure novels, and historical
works The Way to the West and The Story of the Cowboy.
100 Oklahoma Outlaws, Gangsters & Lawmen
Dec 21 2021 The only thing wilder than Oklahoma in the late
nineteenth century are the tales that continue to surround it. In the days of the Wild West, Oklahoma was
teeming with assassins, guerillas, hijackers, kidnappers, gangs, and misfits of every size and shape
imaginable. Featuring such legendary characters as Billy the Kid, Bonnie and Clyde, Machine Gun Kelly,
Belle Starr, and Pretty Boy Floyd, this book combines recorded fact with romanticized legend, allowing
the reader to decide how much to believe. Violent and out of control, the figures covered in 100 Oklahoma
Outlaws, Gangsters, and Lawmen often left behind numerous victims, grisly accounts, and unforgettable
stories. Included are criminals like James Deacon Miller, the devout Methodist and hired assassin.
Righteous and devious, he often avoided the gallows by convincing others to admit to his murders. Rufus
Buck, a man of Native American descent, targeted white settlers. His crimes against them became so
heinous as to cause the Creek nation to take up arms against him. The answer to criminals such as these
came in the form of Hanging Judge Parker and other officers of the law. Although they were greatly
outnumbered, they provided some balance to the chaos. This historical compilation covers every memorable
outlaw and lawman who passed through Oklahoma.
The Defender Chronicles: Volume 4
Jan 22 2022 Allan began life poor, and knowing that magic was the
stuff of ancient legends. One day he discovers that the magic never went away, and that he has the gift
of using magic. He decides to fight injustice as The Defender, and fight for those who cannot fight for
themselves. His wife Nancy joins him as The Moon Spirit. Although she can’t cast spells, she can fight
and use the enchanted equipment Allan crafts. This volume contains Defender stories 31 to 35. Also
included are four novellas set in the same world. Two take place in the Witch Lands, and two take place
in the distant past, when magic was in decline.
Eyes Wide Open
Aug 05 2020 Christy and Austin accidentally stumble into the mental ward of a hospital,
are mistaken for delusional patients, and begin to lose their sanity as they receive various treatments,
but things are not what they seem to be.
Outlaw Apr 24 2022 The story of how I, Julian Carter, and my precious two-year old son, Stephen, left

Atlanta Georgia and found ourselves on a white sailboat, tossed about like a cork on a raging sea off of
Australia's northern tip in 1963, is harrowing. But it pales in comparison to what happened deep in the
jungle where I was taken as a slave by a savage tribe unknown to the world. Some places dwell in darkness
so deep that even God seems to stay away. There, my mind was torn in two by the gods of the earth. There,
one life ended so another could begin. Some will say I was a fool for making the choices I made. But they
would have done the same. They, too, would have embraced death if they knew what I knew, and saw through
my eyes. My name is Julian and this is my story. But more, it is the story of my son who was born to
change the world. From deep in the impenetrable jungles where New York Times bestselling author Ted
Dekker was born and raised, comes OUTLAW, an epic adventure of two worlds that perhaps only he could
write. Full of harrowing twists, sweeping violence, and wild love, Outlaw takes us beyond the skin of
this world to another unseen.
The Rise of Robin Hood
Jun 26 2022 Something is stirring in the heart of Sherwood. Two desperate young
men undertake their first robbery in the tangled depths of a medieval forest. The first is a cut-throat
charmer named Robert Odo; the second a gigantic, battle-hardened warrior called John. But, as the novice
thieves quickly discover, they are not the only outlaws in Sherwood. A legend is born in this short-story
prequel to Angus Donald's masterly series The Outlaw Chronicles, perfect for devoted fans and newcomers
alike. Also includes an extract from Outlaw, the first book of The Outlaw Chronicles.
Der Klang der Täuschung
Mar 24 2022 Kazi ist auf den Straßen Vendas großgeworden und schlägt sich als
Taschendiebin durch. Doch als eines Tages Königin Lia persönlich auf sie aufmerksam wird, ändert sich ihr
Leben schlagartig. Von nun an ist Kazi eine Rahtan und gehört der königlichen Leibgarde an. Sie erhält
den Auftrag, die Verräter ausfindig zu machen, die für den Großen Krieg verantwortlich sind. Vermutlich
haben sie bei einem feindlichen Rebellenvolk an der Landesgrenze Zuflucht gefunden. Doch als Kazi dort
eintrifft und den jungen Anführer Jase kennenlernt, bringen Gefühle ihre Pläne durcheinander. Denn auch
wenn ihr Kopf weiß, dass der Mann ihr Feind ist, so kann sich ihr Herz nicht gegen ihn wehren ...
Hell's Angels
Sep 25 2019 Wenn einer wirklich über die Hells Angels schreiben darf, dann Hunter S.
Thompson »Der harte Kern, die Outlaw-Elite, das waren die Hells Angels.« Für seinen brisanten
Insiderbericht über den Aufstieg der Hells Angels zur größten und berüchtigtsten Motorradgang der Welt
nahm Thompson Mitte der sechziger Jahre über ein Jahr lang am exzessiven, gewalttätigen und
freiheitsliebenden Leben der Angels teil. Das Kultbuch, das Hunter S. Thompson bekannt machte – jetzt zur
Debatte als Neuausgabe.
Susan Wiggs The Calhoun Chronicles Books 4-5
Apr 12 2021 Revisit the beloved Calhoun Chronicles series
in these three sweeping, romantic tales from New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs. ENCHANTED
AFTERNOON Helena Cabot Barnes is the leading lady of Saratoga Springs, but beneath her glamorous facade
lies a terrible deception—she married for all the wrong reasons and discovered too late that her husband
is a dangerous man. Even after she ends her marriage and flees to the safety of Moon Lake, trouble still
follows her, and she must put her trust in a man who once broke her heart. A SUMMER AFFAIR A gifted but
troubled physician, Blue Calhoun runs a thriving practice from his Nob Hill mansion while raising his son
after an unthinkable tragedy. When a fugitive with a gunshot wound appears in Blue's surgery, holding a
pistol aimed at his heart, he is drawn to the woman's fragile beauty, her nerves of steel and the mystery
surrounding her.
Thr3e Jul 28 2022
Gangland: An Encyclopedia of Gang Life from Cradle to Grave [2 volumes]
Feb 29 2020 This two-volume set
integrates informative encyclopedia entries and essential primary documents to provide an illuminating
overview of trends in gang membership and activity in America in the 21st century. • Comprises
approximately 200 encyclopedia entries on gangs in the United States • Illustrates entries through 16
primary documents • Provides a chronology to help readers to contextualize developments related to gang
activity • Includes a Guide to Related Topics to facilitate tangential discovery • Defines terms
essential to understanding the subject matter of the text in a glossary
Romantic Outlaws, Beloved Prisons
Dec 29 2019 Emerging from her fascination with anarchists while
studying political science at Columbia, Duncan (law, Emory U.) explores the paradoxes of crime, such as
law-abiding citizens who like to commit violent criminal deeds, convicts who find beauty in their prison
yards, and wardens who lose their jobs because they are actually succeeding at rehabilitating their
charges. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Die Eingeschworenen - Raubzug
Sep 17 2021 Ein Bund von Kriegern – verschworen bis in den Tod Sie nennen
sich die Eingeschworenen: eine Mannschaft von Wikingern, die Seite an Seite kämpfen – bis in den Tod. Auf
ihren Raubzügen stehlen sie christliche Artefakte, ihre Welt ist geprägt von Brutalität und dem
gnadenlosen Kampf ums Überleben. Zusammen mit den Eingeschworenen begibt sich der junge Orm auf eine
Reise von gewaltigen Ausmaßen, die über die Weltmeere bis zu den Steppen Sibiriens führt. Im blutigen
Wettstreit um ein legendäres Schwert muss er zwischen den todesmutigen Wikingern bestehen.
Medieval Outlaws
Nov 07 2020 This revised and expanded edition of Medieval Outlaws gathers twelve outlaw
tales, introduced and freshly translated into Modern English by a team of specialists. Accessible and
entertaining, these tales will be of interest to the general reader and student alike.
Jailhouse Stud
Oct 19 2021
The Outlaw Statesman
Mar 12 2021 The mélange of works dealing with personalities emerging from the
Lincoln County, New Mexico War have treated Fred Waite shabbily. Although many writers have termed him
the best friend of Billy the Kid, he has never been properly researched. From the earliest work Waite has
been portrayed as a minor character drifting into Lincoln just in time to get hired into a shooting war,
and who then faded into obscurity. The truth, as presented in this book, is far different for Waite was a
wealthy adventurer drawn into the conflict by circumstance rather than a rogue hireling. It's even

probable he was an investor in John Tunstall's grand design for dominating Southeast New Mexico.
Moreover, after this adventure he did not pale into the background. Rather, Fred Waite, the outlaw, while
battling Federal attempts to dismantle his people's government, brightened into the dynamic and respected
statesman F. Tecumseh Waite. It's a remarkable story, one you owe to yourself to read.
Das Königsspiel
Jun 14 2021 Francis Crawford von Lymond – schottischer Adliger, Söldnerführer, Feldherr,
Poet des Degens, Künstler, Liebling der höfischen Damenwelt und Meister der politischen Intrige – ist die
zentrale Gestalt des "Königsspiels". Nach fünfjähriger Verbannung kehrt er heimlich nach Schottland
zurück. Er ist ein Verfemter, auf dessen Kopf ein hoher Preis ausgesetzt ist. Jetzt, im Jahre 1547,
wartet Schottland auf einen neuen Einfall der Engländer, die die vierjährige Königin Maria entführen, sie
mit dem englischen Knabenkönig Eduard verheiraten und so die beiden Königreiche unter der Herrschaft
Englands vereinigen wollen. Welche Ziele verfolgen dabei Lymond und seine Söldnerbande?(Dieser Text
bezieht sich auf eine frühere Ausgabe.)
Food and Feast in Premodern Outlaw Tales
Jan 10 2021 In Food and Feast in Premodern Outlaw Tales editors
Melissa Ridley Elmes and Kristin Bovaird-Abbo gather eleven original studies examining scenes of food and
feasting in premodern outlaw texts ranging from the tenth through the seventeenth centuries and forward
to their cinematic adaptations. Along with fresh insights into the popular Robin Hood legend, these
essays investigate the intersections of outlawry, food studies, and feasting in Old English, Middle
English, and French outlaw narratives, Anglo-Scottish border ballads, early modern ballads and dramatic
works, and cinematic medievalism. The range of critical and disciplinary approaches employed, including
history, literary studies, cultural studies, food studies, gender studies, and film studies, highlights
the inherently interdisciplinary nature of outlaw narratives. The overall volume offers an example of the
ways in which examining a subject through interdisciplinary, cross-geographic and cross-temporal lenses
can yield fresh insights; places canonic and well-known works in conversation with lesser-known texts to
showcase the dynamic nature and cultural influence and impact of premodern outlaw tales; and presents an
introductory foray into the intersection of literary and food studies in premodern contexts which will be
of value and interest to specialists and a general audience, alike.
Outlaw Tales of the Old West: Fifty True Stories of Desperados, Crooks, Criminals, and Bandits
2021 This collection of fifty outlaw tales includes well-knowns such as Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid, Frank and Jesse James, Belle Starr (and her dad), and Pancho Villa, along with a fair smattering of
women, organized crime bosses, smugglers, and of course the usual suspects: highwaymen, bank and train
robbers, cattle rustlers, snake-oil salesmen, and horse thieves. Men like Henry Brown and Burt Alvord
worked on both sides of the law either at different times of their lives or simultaneously. Clever
shyster Soapy Smith and murderer Martin Couk survived by their wits, while the outlaw careers of the
dimwitted DeAutremont brothers and bigmouthed Diamondfield Jack were severely limited by their intellect,
or lack thereof. Nearly everyone in these pages was motivated by greed, revenge, or a lethal mixture of
the two. The most bloodthirsty of the bunch, such as the heartless (and, some might argue, soulless)
Annie Cook and trigger-happy Augustine Chacón, surely had evil written into their very DNA.
Avatar - Der Herr der Elemente: Der Aufstieg von Kyoshi
Dec 09 2020 Kyoshi, der am längsten lebende
Avatar in der Geschichte, gründete die tapferen und respektierten Kyoshi-Krieger, rief aber auch den
geheimnisvol-len Dai Liins Leben, der zu Korruption und Niedergang ihrer eigenen Nation führte. Der erste
der beiden Romane über den Avatar Kyoshi zeichnet ihre Reise vom Mädchen aus einfachen Verhältnissen zur
gnadenlosen Verfolgerin der Gerechtigkeit nach, die noch Jahrhunderte nachdem sie zum Avatar wurde,
gefürchtet und bewundert wird.
Holy Warrior
Sep 05 2020 After the events of Outlaw, Robin of Locksley—and his sidekick and narrator,
Alan Dale—finds himself in a very different England and a very changed world. In 1190 A.D. Richard the
Lionheart, the new King of England, has launched his epic crusade to seize Jerusalem from the Saracens.
Marching with the vast royal army is Britain’s most famous, most feared, most ferocious warrior: the
Outlaw of Nottingham, the Earl of Locksley—Robin Hood himself. With his band of loyal men at his side,
Robin cuts a bloody swath on the brutal journey east. Daring and dangerous, he can outwit and outlast any
foe—but the battlefields of the Holy Land are the ultimate proving ground. And within Robin’s camp lurks
a traitor—a hidden enemy determined to assassinate England’s most dangerous rogue. Richly imagined and
furiously paced, featuring a cast of unforgettable characters, Holy Warrior is adventure, history and
legend at its finest.
The Complete Dan Barry Chronicles (All 4 Westerns in One Edition)
Aug 17 2021 In his Dan Barry novels,
Max Brand tells the stirring story of the West, with a bigger-than-life character Whistling Dan Barry and
his two rather strange companions, a wild and beautiful black stallion named Satan, and a ferocious wolfdog called Black Bart. One of the most interesting characters in Western fiction, Whistling Dan is a hero
of the west. He can fight several man and still win, he is the best gun fighter there is and he can shoot
silver dollars in the air. With somewhat supernatural abilities he can control a mighty wild stallion and
a vicious wolf-dog. Frederick Schiller Faust (1892-1944) was an American author known primarily for his
thoughtful and literary Westerns under the pen name Max Brand. Brand also created the popular fictional
character of young medical intern Dr. James Kildare in a series of pulp fiction stories. Prolific in many
genres he wrote historical novels, detective mysteries, pulp fiction stories and many more. His love for
mythology was a constant source of inspiration for his fiction, and it has been speculated that these
classical influences accounted in some part for his success as a popular writer. Many of his stories
would later inspire films.
Outlaw Feb 20 2022 Alan Dale, a young thief running from the law, joins tough and sometimes brutal Robin
Hood in his band of not-always-loyal men as they steal from the Church, protect the poor and battle the
forces of the Norman rulers. A first novel. Simultaneous. 40,000 first printing.

Feb 08

Researching Subcultures, Myth and Memory
May 14 2021 This book brings together contributions that
analyse how subcultural myths develop and how they can be studied. Through critical engagement with
(history) writing and other sources on subcultures by contemporaries, veterans, popular media and
researchers, it aims to establish: how stories and histories of subcultures emerge and become canonized
through the process of mythification; which developments and actors are crucial in this process; and
finally how researchers like historians, sociologists, and anthropologists should deal with these myths
and myth-making processes. By considering these issues and questions in relation to mythmaking, this book
provides new insights on how to research the identity, history, and cultural memory of youth subcultures.
Luther's Outlaw God
May 26 2022 In this third of three volumes addressing Luther's outlaw God, Steven D.
Paulson says that readers will embark on the deepest, hardest, and most glorious of all God's ways of
hiding: God hiding a third time in the preached word or sacraments. The third time is the charm, not
because humans finally awaken and "get" the essence of God. God's preached word is not an act of human
understanding. It is a purely passive experience of receiving God wholly and completely in the absolving
word that comes through the lowliest means of a sinful preacher. Not only does this word come through a
creature to a creature, but through a sinner to a sinner. The difficulty with grasping all of this is
that God works entirely outside his divine law--an outlaw God. Luther is the one who saw this more
clearly than any other, because it happened to him just this way. The preacher got a preacher, and the
sacraments that had once been organized by a legal scheme were set free to reveal and bestow God in the
most hidden place of all. How much more hidden could God be than in water, bread, wine, and the mouth of
a preacher? Paulson's grasp of historical, theological, and hermeneutical scholarship is on full display
in this volume, but always in service of proclamation of the gospel. Readers and proclaimers: prepare to
be provoked, enlightened, and inspired.
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